
Year 7 and 8 
Loo Roll Challenge

20th April – 1st May 2020
Every student that uploads pictures of both their creations will get 10 house points

Extra 20 house points for the best in your tutor group

Extra 30 house points for the best in the year group



Two challenges for you : An art drawing challenge and an 3D art challenge!
Use a variety of media and techniques to get creative with cardboard toilet paper tubes. A time to be artistic and 
environmentally friendly!  
I want you to get really creative and think about what you are doing .
You could recreate well known works of art, famous artists, your favourite film, a piece of packaging or create a 
portrait. 
Have a go at manipulating the cardboard to create an uncomfortable toilet face!

Here 3 of Rene Magritte’s artworks 
have been combined

The Son of Man Voice of Space
The False Mirror

The artist 
Frida Kahlo

Heinz Beans Packaging Film – Chitty Chitty Bang Bang

Vincent Van Gogh’s 
The Starry Night





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LtVLqRa1qHY

https://youtu.be/F6b1lXQzogs

Create your own 
expressive 3D 

portraits. 
(It can help to 

dampen the card to 
assist manipulation.)

Some videos to help you.

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=LtVLqRa1qHY
https://youtu.be/F6b1lXQzogs


Star Wars
The Lego Movie and 

Paddington Bear

Your challenge is to create your own  2 artworks, one drawn, one 3D in response to any of 
the themes on the first page: well known works of art, famous artists, your favourite 
film, a piece of packaging or create a portrait using a toilet roll tube as your starting 
point.
• You can use whatever materials you like ( pen, paper, paint, pencil, cars, fabric etc.) and 

add/remove parts of the roll to change the shape and form. You could also use the inside 
of a kitchen roll or wrapping paper tube.

• You could represent the characters, plot, soundtrack, setting, location, quotes, etc from
films or artists, or combine different aspects of these. 

• Try researching  artists or watching a film to help give you ideas. You could also look at 
the examples provided to see how they’ve been created and the materials that have 
been used. 

• I would really love to see each and everyone of your creations so I can share on the 
department's Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/creativeforest. Please upload 
via SMHW or email to me serena.rivers@foresthigh.org.uk

Go further by creating 
your own additional 

mini works of art using 
nature or cultural 

themes.

Keywords
Shape, form, colour, line, 

tone, marks, 
2 dimensional, 
3 dimensional 

https://www.facebook.com/creativeforest

